
Microsoft Office 365 Outlook

Appian delivers an enterprise platform to revolutionize customer experience, optimize business operations, 

and master global risk and compliance. Powered by business process management and case management 

capabilities, Appian’s low-code approach accelerates the time it takes to build and deploy powerful, modern 

applications on-premises or in the cloud.

MAGNIFIES PRODUCTIVITY WITH RICH FORMS, TASK ROUTING, AND BY CONNECTING 

ENTERPRISE PROCESS OPERATIONS TO EMAIL

Design, execute, manage, and optimize

enterprise business processes with Appian 

business process management. Quickly define 

processes in Appian’s visual process modeler. 

Instantly execute processes and manage tasks 

across users. Analyze process performance for 

future optimization.

Create a complete enterprise case 

management solution by uniting data, content, 

collaboration, and process in Appian Records. 

With prebuilt integration connectors to Microsoft 

Dynamics 365, SharePoint, and more, designers 

can quickly unify systems and overlay action for 

efficient case handling.

Need a business application fast? Quickly go 

from idea to solution with Appian’s low-code 

application development platform. Appian’s 

visual design tools for process, data, business 

rules, interfaces, integrations, and more enable 

rapid digital transformation of your enterprise 

in an agile and intuitive platform.

 

Easily roll out processes and applications 

using Appian’s Microsoft Office 365 Outlook 

Add-in.  From Appian’s process engine, users 

directly receive task forms without leaving their 

Microsoft Outlook desktop work environment. 

Appian’s rich forms and task routing are 

available while in Outlook.

WHAT WE OFFER

Appian is a performant, secure, and reliable platform on which we 

could quickly implement BPM and case management solutions.

– RYAN BUERGER, IT DIRECTOR, FIRSTBANK



Appian for Microsoft Office 365 Outlook 

Business-Class Email

Gain large, 50GB mailboxes with your own custom domain 

that can send messages up to 25MB in size, with contacts, 

shared calendars, and spam and malware protection. Available 

on PC, Mac, Windows Phone, iPhone, Android, and more.

Cloud Storage

Get 1TB to store, back up, and share files, accessible from 

almost any device, and even offline.

Meet Online

Hold scheduled or ad hoc online meetings for up to 250 

participants, with screen sharing, audio and video, virtual 

whiteboards, polls, and shared notes. Anyone can participate 

through any HTML5 browser.

Collaborate, Chat Privately

Set up a social network that helps your company stay 

connected, share information across teams, and make faster, 

more informed decisions.

Save Your Company Money

Office 365 is available as a simple monthly subscription. 

Avoid large up-front costs for new software while moving 

the cost of IT from capital to operating expense. And without 

on-premises servers to run email, websites, and document 

storage, you can reduce energy costs and save by no longer 

purchasing new server hardware. 

Scale Your Business Quickly and Flexibly

Office 365 grows with you on the Microsoft Azure cloud. 

Adding a new user is as simple as buying an additional license, 

which allows access to business critical technology on up to 

five PCs/Macs and five mobile devices. Office 365 provides 

many plans to fit the right capability needs and price points for 

each user in your organization.

Technical Support

Your Office 365 subscription comes with 24/7 support from 

a global network of experts, with 1-hour response for critical, 

service-impacting events. 

Financially Backed SLA

Get peace of mind knowing your services are available when 

you need them with a financially backed, 99.9% uptime service 

level agreement.

Simplified Management

Reduce headaches by reducing your IT infrastructure. 

Content lives safely in globally distributed data centers with 

continuous backup and disaster recovery abilities. 

Appian provides a leading low-code software development platform that enables organizations to rapidly develop powerful 

and unique applications. The applications created on Appian’s platform help companies drive digital transformation and 

competitive differentiation. 

For more information, visit www.appian.com

KEY USE CASES

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

LEARN MORE

Visit appian.com to discover how Appian for Microsoft Office 365 Outlook 
can raise your productivity.


